ALTERNATIVE ACADEMIC CALENDAR FEBRUARY-2022
CLASS : 10TH

SUBJECT : FIRST LANGUAGE ENGLISH

SL NO.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

SUGGESSTED
ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES

01 January
Week 1
REVISION
1) Idioms and
phrases.

1)To able to understand the
idioms and phrases and try to
make the sentence

1) Make the sentence
using these idioms

Worksheet 01

2)Homophones

What are
2) Able to know the
homophones and ready to
make the sentence

Homophones.
2)Make the sentences
using these homophones

List out some
homophones

3) Homonyms

4) Reported
speech

Week 2
REVISION

3) Able to know the
homonyms and try to make
the sentence that words give
different meaning
4) To able to know the direct
and indirect speech . They
ready to change direct to
indirect
1) To able to understand about
one words. To understand the
meaning of the sentence

2) Able to understand about
verbal forms and try to fill the
blanks appropriately

3) letter writing 3 ) Able to understand about
letter writing and ready to
write out letter writing
4)collective
words

Week 3 and 4
REVISION

Work sheet 01

4) Change into reported
speech

1) To give the one word
Work sheet
02.
2) Rama and Seetha
(be+go)to Ckm today

1) One words
of the
following
2) verb forms

3) What are homonyms
and Make the sentence
using these words

4) To be able to understand
about collective words .
Ready to make good
collocative words .

Work sheet
02.
.

3) Imagine you are
Ramu/ Shwetha 10 std
Chickmagaluru Write a
letter to the reporters of
newspaper to request to
congress drainage of your
locality.
Work sheet 03

4) They make the
collocative words using
given words

1) They write out
1) To able to understand about paragraph
paragraph writing ready to
write good format of

Work sheet 03
Work sheet 03

1) paragraph
writing

2) prefixes

paragraph without mistake of
any grammar points
.
2) To able to know the, what
are prefixes- they ready to
write the prefixes

Work sheet 04

2) Write the prefix

3) To be able to understand
about Essay writing.
Ready to write good Essay
using steps
3) Essay
writing

.

To know the introduction
main body and Conclusion
step

Work sheet 04
3) Write essay

1) Make the sentence using these idioms
A) In front of
B) take up
C) Put out

2)Make the sentences using these homophones
A) see – sea.
B) write ---- right.
C) to ---- too
D) hour ---- our.
3) What are homonyms and Make the sentence using these words ( Right, right )

4) Change into reported speech
Rama said” I am not going to Bengaluru tomorrow.

Lakshmi said to Priya “Will you come to school tomorrow”

1) To give the one word
=A greatest award given to achiever in all the field in India
= Continuous and thirst for ready
= The state of being extremely tired

2) Rama and Seetha (be+go)to Ckm today
= Raju( be+ kick) the ball very fastly in the game

3) Imagine you are Ramu/ Shwetha 10 std Chickmagaluru Write a letter to the
reporters of newspaper to request to congress drainage of your locality.

4) They make the collocative words using given words
Time (money honey table)
class (mate poem gate )
Speedy (collect recovery push)

1) They write out paragraph Using following clues [1 day, Ravi Raju, house ,
father, hard work, forest, cow, happily]

2) Write the prefix of the following
A) Agree X ----B) conscience X ----C) polite X ------D) violence X ------

3) Write essay writing using these topics
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